Nominators

Denise Byrd
Finale Uptegrow
Michele Delaney
Camille Thurston
Odessa Becks
Colin Bornmann
Maikeyza Brown
Maria McNamee
Eric Newman
S. Pauline Barrett
Phillip Harkins
Forestine Robinson
Chris Whyte
Brandon Lentz
Craig Keish
Djaataa Onanuga
Jennifer O’Connell
Dean Patterson
Jonathon Wingerberg
Wanda Moore
Lisa Stanley
210.P-2 Staff
Tammy Seidel
Steve Kramer
Graduate Award

An award for someone who goes above and beyond to improve their knowledge of procurement (or specialty); to expand their understanding of Center initiatives; or a general marked improvement of one’s own abilities and enthusiasm for their assigned duties.
Graduate Award

Chyrette Copeland
Olivia Gunter Humanitarian Award

An award for someone who goes out of the way to do their job and more, such as volunteering for extra committees, mentoring, outreach activities, or going the extra mile to help others.
Olivia Gunter Humanitarian Award

Raymond Jones
Olivia Gunter Humanitarian Award

Colin Bommann
Olivia Gunter Humanitarian Award

Wanda Moore
Mission Impossible Award

This award recognizes someone who does more with less and/or develops new and creative ways of approaching their work. It can be for either a major initiative or a series of minor ones culminating in a significant impact.
Mission Impossible Award

Jessica Allman
Mission Impossible Award

Candis Edwards
Mission Impossible Award

Jonathan Wingerberg
Diversity & Inclusion Award

An award for an individual who contributes to creating an environment where differences are valued and appreciated and who models integrity, respect and fairness in working with others.
Diversity & Inclusion Award

Nancy Lockard
Diversity & Inclusion Award

210 Summer Social Committee

- David Boon
- Jackie Arrington-Goins
- Phil Harkins
- C J en Johnson
- Terri Patterson
- Forrestine Robinson
- Kathy Tennant
- Eboni Washington
- Sherika Wilson
Boundless Energy Award

An award for someone who consistently goes out of the way to do their own job and more. The recipient never stops making progress, is professional, always present both physically and mentally, and maintains a balance among respect, productivity and ability.
Boundless Energy Award

Rogenia Dean
Guiding Principles Award (Non Supervisor)

An award for a non-supervisory employee who embodies in an exemplary way all aspects of the Code 210 Guiding Principles, including respect, trustworthiness, leadership, inquisitiveness/seeking to learn, and taking pride in their work.
Guiding Principles Award
(Non Supervisor)

Lois McDuffee
Guiding Principles Award (Supervisor)

An award for a supervisory employee who embodies in an exemplary way all aspects of the Code 210 Guiding Principles, including respect, trustworthiness, leadership, inquisitiveness/seeking to learn, and taking pride in their work.
Guiding Principles Award
(Supervisor)

Ayana Briscoe
Steady Helm Award

An award for a good team player or leader, who helps keep the team focused in a crisis. This person keeps things moving, performs well under pressure, and reinforces good morale and respect for all team members during times of stress/adversity.
Steady Helm Award

Faye Johnson
Rookie of the Year Award

An award for an employee who demonstrated agility by getting up to speed quickly in assuming their new responsibilities as they transitioned to their new duties in a new position. This could be a new employee or someone who transitioned.
Rookie of the Year Award

Leah Correa
Rookie of the Year

Anthony Lyas
Unsung Hero Award

An award for any employee who supports the Directorate from a behind-the-scenes role. This award recognizes an employee dedicated to their job, who supports the Directorate in a behind-the-scenes role meeting the needs of customers and co-workers with a can-do attitude.
Unsung Hero

Terri Patterson
Hercules Award

This award recognizes people who overcome new challenges independently and successfully. It can be for either a major initiative or a series of minor ones culminating in a significant impact.
Hercules Year

Bruce Tsai
Hercules Award

Naimah Bhuruku
Super Star Award

An award for a dynamic duo, working harmoniously to ensure the success of various Procurements for WFIRST
Super Star Award

Julie Janus
Shanita Boykin
And the Final Award...

Guiding Principles Award
Guiding Principles
CATTeam II

- Ayana Briscoe
- Meredith Hart
- Jo Howard
- C Jen Johnson
- Michelle McIntyre
- Carlos McKenzie
- Wanda Moore
- Jennifer O’Connell
- Jennifer Perez
- Antwan Reid
- JaeSun Riley
- Ian Sherry
- Keisha Willingham
- Jonathon Wingerberg
Thank You 2019 Award Program
Committee Volunteers

Jonnelle Goff
Alexis Harris
Tracey Jones
Djaataa Onanuga
Mary Ann Tolodziecki
Sherika Wilson